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INTRODUCTION 

The Söderfjärden structure is situated about 8 km south of the town of Vaasa in 

western Finland (Fig. 1). It forms a very conspicuous circular feature with a diameter 
of 5.5 km. 

The interest of Paraisten Kalkki Oy for a doser examination of the structure was 

aroused when company geologists studying Landsat-l (ERTS-l) images from 
western Finland spotted the circular feature on the images. Actually, the structure 
as it appears on satellite images as weil as aerial photographs is not completely circular, 
but somewhat hexagonal (Fig. 2). 

Morphologically the Söderfjärden structure forms a circular plain lying barely 

above sea level. It is cirded by hills rising 20- 40 m above sea level. Only a century 

ago the Söderfjärden plain was a bay connected with the sea, but the rapid land 
uplift in this region has elevated it to the present level. Drainage work has trans

formed the area into an important agricultural district. There are no rock outcrops 

within the basin. 

U. S.5.R. 

o 200 

:.. ~SINKt 
km 

Fig. 1. Location map 
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Fig. 2. Aerial photo graph of the Säderfjärden structure. 
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GENERAL GEOLOGY 

The country rock of the Söderfjärden circular structure belongs to the southern 

reaches of the Vaasa granite, a vast granitic pluton, the bulk of whieh is situated 
north of the direction Vaasa-Lappajärvi in southern East Bothnia (Saksela 1935, 
Laitakari 1942). Towards the south the rocks of the pluton gradually intermingle 
with and change into schists. 

In the Söderfjärden area the Vaasa granite is gneissose in general appearance. It 
has also a migmatitic character showing both clear-cut and nebulous remnants of 
mica gneiss and, more scarcely, amphibolite and calcareous layers and concretions . 
Pegmatites are not frequent and occur in clearly migmatitic portions of the rock . 

Any local rock types possibly related genetically to the circular structure were 
first sought in the loeal drift. Those were well exposed in the municipal sand pits of 
Solf and Malax, just southeast of the Söderfjärden structure. Besides the bulk of 

boulders consisting of the omnipresent Vaasa granite and Jotnian sands tone, a few 

more exceptional rock types were encountered (Fig. 3). Among those were cobbles of 

very heterogeneous tuffaceous material, in some cases seemingly brecciating the 

gneissose country rock, and pieces of the country rock looking strongly weathered 
and very brittle. Thereupon, rather soft boulders of whitish sandstone were met with. 

Last mentioned rock types were found nowhere else on the rim about the circular 
structure. In the outcrops along the rim only inhomogeneous varieties of gneissose 
Vaasa granite were exposed. The tectonic orientation of the country rock was seem

ingly unaffected by the circular structure itself. 

GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS 

Gravity survey 

The gravity measurements were performed with a Worden gravimeter and the 

structure was at first covered with an irregular network of measuring points, the dis
tance between the points being 200-300 m. The survey revealed a significant negative 
gravity anomaly and part of the area was measured with a regular grid of 100 x 200 m 

(Fig. 3). 
The magnitude of the negative gravity anomaly is 5- 6 mgal and the shape of 

the anomaly clearly outlines the circular (and hexagonal) character of the Söderfjärden 
structure. 

A preliminary interpretation of the gravity measurements indicated that a thick 

soil cover could not be the sole cause of the anomaly. This would imply an overburden 
thickness of more than 100 m. As such an alternative seemed rather improbable, the 

anomaly was interpreted to be caused mainly by low-density rocks underlying the 
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Fig. 3. Grav ity map of the Säderfjärden area. 

soil cover. These rocks should have a density considerably less than the surrounding 
granitic rocks . The conclusion clearly pointed to the existence of younger sedimentary 

rocks beneath the overburden. The occurence of boulders of Cambrian sands tone 
southeast of the structure also supported this assumption. In order to confirm the 
conclusion reached a seismic survey was performed. 

Seism ic survey 

T wo perpendicular seismic refraction profiles were measured across the Söder

fjärden structure (Fig. 4, profiles A-C, D-E and F). The survey was performed by 
Geotek Gy using an ABEM Trio 12 channel seismograph. 

Beneath the soil cover the seismic velocity ranges from 2 300 to 4 200 m/s i.e. 
it is distinctly lower than the normal velocities of Precambrian rocks. The distribu
tion of the velocities measured is shown in the frequency histogram of Fig. 5. 

2 1278012532 
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Fig. 4. Location of the seismic profiles and diamond drill holes. 
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the seismic velocities. 

Tbe distribution pattern is rather indistinct. There is a certain shift towards the 

lower velocities with several peaks in tbe range of 2 300- 3 000 mls compared with 

only one distinct peak around 3 600 mls in tbe higher range. When comparing these 
velocities with those measured at different sedimentary formations it appears tbat 
both the velocities of the J otnian shales and sands tones at Muhos and Hailuoto 
(Lanne cl al. 1974, Veltheim 1969) and those of Paleozoic sedimentary rocks (Winter

halter 1972, Clark 1966) lie within the same range as the velocities measured at 

Söderfjärden. The velo city of the J otnian sands tone of Satakunta, at 4 000- 5 000 
m/s (Winterhalter 1972), is somewhat higher than the Söderfjärden velocities . 
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The seismic survey confirmed that the soil cover at Söderfjärden has a considerable 

thickness (Fig. 6) . 
According to the seismic results the upper part of the overburden consists of 

a 20- 40 m thick dayey layer which is rather mud-like for the uppermost meters. 
The mud layer, which is indicated by very low velocities (240-300 mjs), absorbs the 
seismic energy quite strongly and thus reduces the depth penetration of the survey. 
The low velo city is probably due to a substantial amount of organic material in the 
soil. Swampgas has also been reported by the local population and it was encountered 

in one of the drill holes. The lower part of the overburden has a seismic velocity 

varying from 1 600 to 2 200 mjs in the deepest parts. The thickness of this layer is 
20-70 m and it consists mainly of till being quite compact in the basal parts.The 

total thickness of the overburden is normally about 40 m but in the deepest parts it 

reaches about 100 m. 
The seismic refraction survey was not able to penetrate the low-velocity formation 

in its thickest parts and could consequently give only minimum depths for these 

parts . This was due partly to the considerable depths and partly to the absorption 
of the seismic energy in the soft surface layers . The greatest depths were recorded 

in the western part of profile A-C where the seismic thickness of the sedimentary 

(low-velocity) formation is more than 320 m. The location of the thickest part of 
the seismic model coincides with the center of the gravity low. For the N - S running 
profile D-E the depth values are lower, but still over 170 m at the deepest parts. 

The seismic velocity of the deep parts is 2300-3000 mjs. 
Steep contacts between the different velocity units and rather large lateral variation 

are characteristic features of the seismic profiles. Some form of block faulting within 
the basin is indicated . Especially in the N-S running profile blocks with velocities 

in the range of 2300-2800 mfs seem to be downfaulted between »horsts» of higher 

velocity (3 200- 3600 mfs). The outer contacts against the country rock also have 
a steplike character. 

DRILL! G RESULTS 

Three diamond drill holes were drilled along the E-W running profile A-C 
(Fig. 4). D rill hole 3 was designated to intersect the depression at its thickest part, 
drill hole 1 where the rock surface is dosest to the surface and drill hole 2 was placed 

in an intermediate position. 
Drill hole 3 struck siltstone at a depthe of 72 m while (Fig. 7) drill hole 1 encoun

tered altered gneissose granite (Vaasa granite) at a depth of 31 m . Drill hole 2 struck a 
peculiar rock, rich in fragments and showing both tuffaceous and breccia-like charac

teristics, at a depth of 49 m. The rock is in the following called tuffaceous breccia. 
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The breccia is underlain by more or less altered country rock (Fig . 7) . A fourth hole 

was drilled in the »high-velo city horst» (3200-3500 m /s) in the southern end of 
the N-S running profile D-E. 1t struck altered gneissose granite containing 

veinlets of tuffaceous breccia. Drill cores of the different rock types are shown in 

Fig. 8. 
The intention was to penetrate the sedimentary formation with drill hole 3, but 

due to technical difficulties the drilling had to be stopped at a depth of 140 m while 
still in sandstone. Anyway, the drillings clearly show that the deeper parts of the 

depression consist of sedimentary rocks. According to micropaleontological studies 

by T ynni (see p. 39) the age of the sediments is Lower Cambrian. 1t is also evident 

from the drilling s that the bottom topography of the depression is rather undulating, 
in places the crystalline besement rises to only some tens of meters from the surface 
and is directly overlain by Quaternary deposits. The tuffaceous breccia is probably 

the clue to the origin of the depression, indicating either a meteorite impact or 
forceful magmatic activity. 

Fig. 8. Drill cores of the Söderfj ärden rock types (from left to right): shale, siltstone, sandstone, 
conglomerate, tuffaceous breccia, altered Vaasa granite. 
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INTERPRETATION OF THE GEOPHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS 
UTILIZING DRILLING DATA 

Gravity 

The drill co res received from the diamond drilling made it possible to measure 

the densities of the rocks within the Söderfjärden basin enabling a more detailed 

interpretation of the gravity anomaly (table 1, p. 21). The density data naturally 
represent a quite limited sampling of the structure but justify anyway some simplified 
model computations. The model was computed for the E-W running profile A-B 

(Fig. 9). 
The accurate density distribution for the sedimentary pile cannot be determined 

due both to scarce density data on the siltstone and the uncertainty regarding the 

ratio of sandstone to siltstone in the sedimentary pile. A simplified model with 

a uniform density contrast of -0.35 g jcm3 was employed. The density contrast used 
is probably somewhat larger than the actual difference which means that the resulting 

model should give minimum thickness values of the sedimentary formation. An 
overburden layer with the seismically determined thickness and a density contrast 

of -0.70 gjcm3 was included in the computations. 
The resulting model shows three basins separated by uplifts of the bottom. The 

basins reach a maximum depth oE about 500 m. This result can be compared with 
the seismic study which gave a depth of more than 320 m for the westernmost basin. 

The geophysical methods employed thus establish a depth range for the depression 

of 350-500 m. 
An interesting discrepancy can be observed between the middle basin of the 

gravity model and the other investigation results. No such basin is indicated in the 

seismic profile and the drillings did not encounter any sedimentary rocks in this area. 
Drillhole 1 struck altered country rock and drillhole 2 encountered tuffaceous breccia 

underlain by altered country rock, both at shallow depths. 
One explanation to the discrepancy could be that the gneissose granite is underlain 

by low-density material. The material could conceivably be the tuffaceous breccia 
or some related material. This could me an that the middle basin is the location of 

some kind of magmatic vent. 
Another possibility would be that the rock in the indicated middle basin is country 

rock, fractured and altered to a depth of several hundred meters. This could be 
explained as the central uplift forming by a meteorite impact, although it seems 
somewhat inexplicable that the deeply fractured center of the uplift would be sur

rounded by a rim of less fractured country rock. 
The mass deficit in the SöderEjärden area was also calculated from the gravity 

anomaly. Using the same density values as in the model computation the anomalous 
mass causing the anomaly was calculated: 
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Mass deficit 

Anomalous mass 

V olume of anomalous mass 

1.66 X 109 ton 
11.0 x l0 9 » 

4.7 X 10 9 m 3 

The received values for the anomalous mass and its volume must be regarded 
as a very rough estimate giving the magnitude of these quantities. Their importance 
for the interpretation is marginal as they constitute some kind of average values for 
the whole Iow-density complex. 

Seismies 

The drillings, although very limited in extent, enabled a rough correlation of 
Iithological units with the seismic velocities. There seems to be a marked division of 

the velocities so that the Iower end of the velocity range corresponds to sedimentary 

rocks and the higher end to more or Iess altered country rock: 

Sediments 
Tuffaceous breccia 

Gneissose granite 

(more or less altered) 

2 300- 3 000 mfs 
around 2800 m fs 
3200- 4200 m fs 

U sing this rather tentative classification the surface distribution of the rocks 

along the seismic profiles can be outIined as shown in Fig. 10. 

, Sedimentary rocks 

Tuffaceous brecclo 

.' :-. . . AI tered country 
rock 

/ 
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I 
/ 

Fig. 10. Sesimically determined distribution of the rocks within part of the Säderfjärden depression 
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M agnetism 

Tbe aeromagnetie map of tbe area sbows tbat Söderfjärden is magnetieally a 

quite undisturbed area. A groundmagnetie profile crossing tbe structure in N-S 
direction confirmed tbe magnetically neutral character of the area. 

Because impactite rocks often exhibit strong remanent magnetism, some magnetie 
measurements were made on drill core sampies of the tuffaeeous breccia. The results 
show besides a low magnetic suscpetibility a very low remanent magnetism (Q-values 
near 0) . 

PETROGRAPHY 

Igneous rocks 

Gneissose granite 

The Vaasa granite is quite inhomogeneous in this region. The grain size is uneven 

and coarse, up to 2- 5 mm in diameter. The color of the rock is greyish. Vaasa granite 
is typically porphyritic, the length of feldspar up to 3-5 em, but its porphyritic 
character is subdued in the Söderfjärden area . The rock is also slightly garnetiferous. 

The gneissose granite on the rim of the depression is sometimes broken into 
microscopically fine, cracky pieees. It is also locally rusty. In relation to these features 
the rock does not yet essentially deviate from what can be seen in outcrops elsewhere. 
Instead, the gneissose granite met with in the drillings seems to be always altered to 

some degree either by mechanical effects or by chemieal changes. 

The common gneissose granite on the rim consists of plagiodase, microdine, 
quartz, biotite, and muscovite. As alteration products occur chlorite, calcite, and 
fine saussuritie material. Aecessorily occur almandine garnet, also more abundantly, 

and zircon, apatite, pyrite, and graphite. On the mineral basis the rock can be dassi
fied as a granodiorite in Streckeisen's (1972) system (plagiodase 65-90 % of the 

total feldspars), only rarely corresponding to a granite still relatively poor in alkali 
feldspars. Also chemically the schistose Vaasa granite (table 2, analysis 1) is granodio
ritie e.g. in comparison with an average composition of rhyodaeites, the extrusive 

counterparts of granodiorites, in analysis 4. 
Both plagiodase and potassium felds par occur also as pbenocrysts. Plagiodase 

is somewhat euhedric in the ground mass and fairly altered seeondarily by saussuriti
zation. Quartz is undulating, but other produets of mechanical alteration are not met 
with. Both biotite and muscovite exhibit in a few cases bent flakes but no dear-cut 

kink bands. 

3 1278012532 
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Altered gneissose granite 

This name is used collectively fot all alteted variations of the gneissose granite 

that have undergone any macroscopically or microscopically visible mechanical or 
chemical changes. There are, expectedly, gradational variation from fresh rock to 
relatively strongly affected rock. However, the grade of alteration is only an average 
and the different grains of one sampie display quite different degrees of alteration. 

The gneissose granite of altered variations in drill holes 1, 2, and 4 is elsewhere met 

with in a few erratic boulders. 
In drill hole 1 aminute decrease of the degree of alteration can be detected down

wards the core. Also this may be apparent and due to the fact that the upper portions 

of drill cores 1 and 2 are overwhelmingly made up of the tuffaceous breccia. Its 

thinnest veinlets in the altered country rock are macroscopically almost invisible, 
but make the country rock look more altered. 

Plagioelase gives the hand specimen a greenish hue, when a fine-grained felt of 

alteration products obliterates the original grain. Plagioelase can be almost completely 

affected by saussuritization, sericitization and the like or be fully replaced by calcite. 
The alterations let the plagioelase remnant be extinguished according to its original 

optical orientation. However, in some areas surrounded by the altered plagioelase 
or, more rarely, as complete grains the plagioelase material consists of almost sub

microscopic disoriented pieces. Such areas look almost isotropic. These could origi
nate from a devitrification of maskelynite, but, in any case, show that plagioelase has 
been strongly affected. 

Potassium feldspar is not farther sericitized than it is in the fresh country rock. 

Instead, it is in some places mechanically cracked more than is common. Cracking 
has created curved surfaces, partitioned sometimes secondarily. 

Quartz is more broken than usually, having a scarce tendency towards a mortar 
structure. Also it often together with feldspar has been cracked mechanically into 
a mosaic-like pattern. Further, there exist fairly often rows, curved and straight, of 

very small-sized bubbly, often decorated, material. These are commonly similar to 
Böhm striations. From these there is a seemingly continuous change towards true 

multiple sets of elosely spaced planar elements (Fig. 11). In the optical orientation 
those mainly follow the position of Böhm striations as given e.g. by Hietanen (1938) 
from metamorphic quartzites . Planar elements are not very rare at Söderfjärden. 

They have an obvious tendency to occur in large-sized quartz grains. In general the 
planar elements are concentrated in the elose vicinity of the tuffaceous breccia. 
Further, there are also many grains with only single sets of lamellae of lowered 
birefringence. 

Biotite is in some cases completely chloritized when situating elose to the contact 
with the tuffaceous breccia. Biotite on the side of the breccia may have no sign of 

chloritization. This behavior is no standing rule and can be teversed. Kink bands in 

biotite are common (Fig . 12). In books of biotite and muscovite kinking affects both 
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Fig. 11. Multiple sets of planar elements in quartz of a quartz vein, surrounded 
now by tuffaceous breccia. One nicol, 350 X. 

minerals in the same way. Kink bands are found in chlorite, but they are not common. 

In the granitized mica gneiss of the paleosome, chloritization is far advenced, the 
flakes having no kink bands but abundant segregation of magnetite . In the accessory 

minerals no special alterations are observed besides breaking. 

Fig. 12. Kink bands of biotite in altered country rock, dose to the contact of 
a breccia vein. One nicol, 56 X. 
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Fig. 13. A dyke of fine gra ined tuffaceous breccia in altered country rock. 
Contacts are sharp and the g rain size of the breccia diminishes towards them. 

One nicol, 56 X. 

Tutfaceous breccia 

In hand specimen this rock is distinguished by its tuffaceous inhomogeneous 

material consisting of very angular grains (Figs. 8, 13 and 14). These characteristics 

gave reason to call the rock by its present name. The color is greenish gray of varying 
shades, becoming darker towards finer grain sizes. The mean grain size is finer than 
in the country rock, but single fragments are from fist-sized pieces of gneissose 
granite to almost aphanitic powder. In tbe latter case the rock gains a lava-like 

outlook, especially when larger fragments, often sing le crystals, bave a common 

orientation of their leng th axes. The rock is slightly porous as is also indicated by 
the average density (table 1). 

Tuffaceous breccia is met with most extensively in the upper 20 m of drill hole 

2 (Fig. 7) . Also in holes 1 and 4 the breccia is more abundant in the upper part. 
The drillings confirmed that the tuffaceous breccia forms dykes 1) of intrusive manner 

much like described as tuffisite from Schwaben by Cloos (1941) or pseudotachylites 
from several cryptoexplosions sites of the world (Freeberg 1966). 

') note added in proof: 

Thin dykes and cavity fillings consisting of fine-grained chert-like material were found recently 
in the country rock boulders in connection with breccia dykes. 
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Fig. 14. Tuffaceous breccia containing fragments of finer gra ined material of 
same composition. One nico l, 56 X. 

Table 1 

Density values of the Söderfjärden rocks . 

Sandstone ... .... , . . ........ . ... .. .... . .. .. . 
Siltstone ............... . .. . .. . ........... . 
Tuffaceous breccia .................... . .... . 
Country rock . . .. . ................... . ... . . 
Fractured and altered country rock . . .. . .... . 

Mean 
densi ty 

2.25 
2.46 
2.45 
2.68 

Range 

2.16- 2.29 

2.41 - 2.50 
2.61 - 2.7 1 
2.42- 2.63 

so 

0.04 

0.02 
0.03 

Number of 
sampies 

15 
1 *) 

10 
9 
9 

*) during storage the siltstone sampies had dried up, causing their dis integration when immersed 
in water. One measurement was performed on a sampie sa turated with steam. 

Contacts between the tuffaceous breccia and country rock are normaUy well 

defined, and oEten in the finer grades the grain size still decreases towards contacts 
(Fig. 12). A distinction from the country rock becomes ephemeral only when the 

size of fragments grows very large. 
Microscopically, any flow structure in the broken breccia material is either lacking 

or weak, shown by biotite flakes tending to paralleilarger fragments in a preEerred 
direction. 

A rather common order oE the grain size is 0.01 - 0.1 mm in the matrix that still 
has fragments oE 1-2 mm in diameter. There seems to be some diminishing oE the 

grain size upwards regarding the relative frequency oE aphanitic breccias oE even 

subrnicroscopically fine material in the upper levels oE the original breccia. 
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Table 2 

Chemical compositions of the Söderfjärden and similar rock types 

2 4 6 

Si02 .... . ... , ................ . .. .... 68.74 66.98 65.32 66.27 98.3 62.95 
Ti02 ...... . .. ... ... ........... .... . . 0.43 0.53 0.59 0.66 
AI20 a . ........... ..... ... ..... ..... 16.32 14.00 13.09 15.39 0.50 18.21 
Fe20 a ......... . ... ... ....... . ... . .. 0.21 0.67 1.73 2.14 0.15 " 2.72 
FeO .. ....... .. ... ..... . . . . . . .... ... 2.44 3.4 3.16 2.23 3.4 

MnO '" 0 ••• ••• ••••••• • •••••• •• • • •• • 0.03 0.06 0,06 0.07 0.03 
MgO .... . ..... . ............ . . ..... . 0.81 3.00 4.00 1.57 2.10 
CaO . . .... . .. ... . . ........ . ... . . . . .. 4.89 1.11 0.67 3.68 0.46 0.45 
Na20 ... .... . .. . . .. . ......... . ..... . 3.22 2.17 2.02 4.13 0.01 0.21 
K20 ......... . ...... . ......... . . .. . . 1.76 4.28 3.96 3.01 0.11 4. 25 

P20 S . . ... . ....... ... .... ..... . ...... 0.21 0.012 0.24 0.17 0.08 
H 2O + . . ....... . . .. ... . ... .... ... ... 0.63 3.10 b 4.34 b 0.68 4.98 b 

H 2O- . ... ... ... ... . . . ... . ......... . 0.06 
S ....... . .... . .. ..... . .. . ... ........ 0.26 0.05 0.40 

total 1 99.85 199.31 1 99.2 199.5 199.8 

1. Schistose Vaasa granite. Äystö, Teuva, anal. L. Lokka (Saksela 1935). 
2. Altered gneissose granite. Söderfjärden, drill hole 1, 71.8 m, anal. Partek lab. 
3. Tuffaceous breccia. Söderfjärden, drill hole 1, 54.1 m, anal. Partek lab. 
4. E ffusive rhyodacite, average. N ockolds (1954). 
5. Whitish sandstone. Block 59-e, Malax, anal. Partek lab. 
6. Fine siltstone. Söderfjärden, drill hole 3, 73.35 m, anal. Partek lab. 
7. Conglomerate. Söderfjärden, drill hole 3,81.70 m, anal. Partek lab. 

a. Total iron 
b. Ignition loss at 1 000 °C 

Fig. 15. A fleck of recrystallized material (fill ing the center). The darker areas 
show a perlitic manner of recrystallization. One nicol, 14 X. 

7 

67.1 

2.3 
1.0 " 

0.18 
16.5 
0.04 

0.44 

8.9 
3.8 b 

1100.1 
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Minerals of the breccia are the same as in the country rock. This is also substan
tiated by a comparison of the chemical compositions of the tuffaceous breccia and 

the gneissose granite of the core (table 2, analyses 2 and 3). They come very dose to 
each other. The breccia is also fairly similar to the average of effusive rhyodasites 

(analysis 4). 
As fragments in the breccia occur, besides the country rock and single minerals, 

also broken pieces of similar tuffaceous breccias, of smaller grain sizes (Fig. 14). 
There are a few schlieren-like flecks of brownish isotropic material having micro
crystalline spots of lighter material or fully microcrystalline blurs with brown-rimmed 

perlitic forms (Fig. 15). These can be of (re)melted or at least devitrified origin, 
either from once shocked or melt glass or of from material precipitated into cavities 

of the breccia. 
The minerals of the breccia have altered at least as strongly as those in the altered 

country rock, and also unevenly. Among the strongest altered plagiodase are some 
isotropic patches besides the other alterations. Potassium feldspar is relatively fresh 
as before. Sericitization occurs more frequently. Planar elements occur in quartz 

rather often, but, perhaps due to the generally smaller grain size, tightly located 
planes are fairly scarce. Micas are strongly kinked and quite undeformed flakes are 

rare. Also chlorite is often kinked. Biotite shows decomposition and segregation of 

magnetite. The dean chlorite flakes might have been recrystallized from affected 
biotite. The open cavities of the rock have often a zeolitic hemming. 

Sedimentary rocks 

Generoil characteristics 

Besides the outwash boulders of whitish sands tone, poorly indurated sedimentary 

rock is so far met with only in drill hole 3, in an interval of 67.5 m (Figs. 7 and 8). 
This hole did, however, not completely penetrate the sedimentary pile, as the drilling 
was stopped in the sands tone. These rocks are characterized by distinct colors and 

an average hardness much weaker than generally encountered in the J otnian sandstone. 

In these sedimentary rocks there is a continuous gradation of the grain size from 
conglomerate balls oE c. 30 mm in diameter to almost submicroscopic day flakes 
that are under the upper limit of true day partides in common grade scales (Pettijohn 

1975). 
When the Atterbergian dassification is used in the microscopic grain size examina

tion, the macroscopic rock types of conglomerate (grain diameter exceeding 2 mm) 
and sandstone (0.2- 2 mm) will mainly stay unaltered. Only the finest fractions oE 
the macroscopically determined sandstone then appear to pass below the upper limit 

of the next category of diameter 0.002-0.2 mm, which rock has been here called 
siltstone True shale (diameter less than 0.002 mm) is rare as a rock type oE any 

larger volyme. 
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The color of the conglomeratic rock is brownish green. The sandstone is whitish 

in different shades. Rocks of finer grain sizes are greenish grey altering in hue. 
A macroscopic classification into three main rock types was based upon the 

differences in color and grain size. A generalized succession of so defined rock types 
in drill hole 3 is displayed in the fo llowing set-up (see also Fig. 7): 

(top) 

greenish gray siltstone, soft, partly mixed with marly and glauconitic material 

and layers 
siltstone and glauconitic sands tone, interealated layers 

polymictie eonglomerate, phosphoritie 
siltstone and glaueonitie sands tone, interealated layers 

greenish gray siltstone, soft 
whitish sands tone, inhomogeneous, minor faults and slumping struetures in 

thin siltstone interealations 

greenish gray siltstone, soft 
g reyish white sands tone, clayey 

greenish gray siltstone, soft 

whitish sands tone, thin siltstone intercalations, some minor faults (eore loss 3.5 m) 

4 m 

5 m 

0,5 m 
7 m 

10 m 

17 m 
11 m 

1 m 

7 m 

5 m 
-----

total 68 m 
(bottom) 

Conglomerate 

The eonglomerate layer rests upon a layer of glaueonitic silty sandstone of about 
one meter in thiekness. It is overlain by a bed of siltstone of equal thiekness. The 

eonglomerate layer measures 39 cm along the drill eore. As the inclination of the 
beds here is 40- 50° from the horizontal position, the true thiekness is less than 30 cm. 

The eontaets oE the eonglomerate layer are rather sharp. Another conglomerate 

layer of only one conglomerate ball in thiekness interealates siltstone 5 m higher at 
the depth of 76.64 m. 

The polymietic balls make a framework of pebbles of 5- 20 mm in diameter, 

oecupying 60 % of the total volume of the eonglomerate (Figs . 8 and 16). Pebbles 

are weIl rounded and somewhat elongate. The sandy matrix berween the pebbles 
makes 30 % of the rock. Its grain size maximum is berween 0.2-1.0 mm. The degree 

of roundness is less than in the framework and varies more strongly, from subangular 

to rounded. This unevenly distributed matrix is cemented by carbonate and rarely by 
glaueonite, also by some regrowth of the quartz grains . 

The balls are brownish of different intensities in color, eaused by an isotropie 
brown cement in them. The existence of apatite in that material was shown by means 
of x-ray diffraction. The gross analysis of a conglomerate sampie reveals a high 
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Fig. 16. Polym ict ic conglomerate, a composite ball at the bottom. One nicol, 4 X. 
Photo E. Halme. 

P20S value of 8.9 % (table 2, analysis 7) and that of a conglomerate ball gives 11.0 % 
P 20 5 • Thus the brown material is here collectively called collophane and is due to 

an obvious phosphoritization of the balls. 

The rock types of the balls are heterogenous; there are practically n o two balls 
of exactly the same variation of rock type. According to the grain size most balls 

consist of different siltstones, both fine and coarse. Some stratification can be seen 

in siltstone. Sands tone is more rare. A possible fossil remain of ball size is composed 
only of dark brown collophane, replaced by minor carbonate. 

Some composite balls exhibit weIl rounded fragments of earlier conglomerates 
(Fig. 17). Those conglomerates were broken and abraded into new balls of the present 

conglomeratc independent of the ball contacts in the old conglomerates. The rock 

types of the primary balls are also many and of same variations as met with in the 

simple balls. 
The matrix of the conglomerate proper consists mainly of quartz, less of feldspars 

- some fresh microcline grains are up to 2 mm in diameter. A few glauconite, garnet, 

and carbonaceous collophane grains are also found. These minerals also occur in the 
siltstones and sands tones of the balls, where they are often far less rounded, from 
angular to subrounded, and smaller than in the matrix around the balls . The amount 

of micaceous and chloritic minerals in the balls increases towards finer siltstones 

grades. Detrital heavy minerals zircon, apatite, epidote, and ore minerals are scarce 

in the balls. In one coarse siltstone there are stripes of enriched zircon, tourmaline, 
and magnetite in an environment otherwise rich in quartz. 

4 1278012532 
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Fig. 17. A complex conglomerate ball fills the lower left half. Inside it is a ball of 
stratified siltstone. Both are cemented by collophane. One nicol, 14 X. 

Fig. 18. A detail of the previous figure. The collophane armor around a 
primary siltstone ball (upper side) inside a composite ball where collophane 

also is the cement. 56 X, one nicol. 
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The matrices in the primary balls of the composite conglomerate are fine grained 

to dense, cemented partly and often fully by colloidal-Iooking cryptocristalline 
collophane. Other authigenic cements (pyrite, glauconite, and quartz) are more rare 
Besides being cemented by glaucophane, the primary balls often have an armor of 

glaucophane (Fig . 18) . 
On the surface of the collophaneous fine grained balls are lengthy embayments 

of up to 1.2 mm. Such features are possibly caused by burrowing animals (Mens and 

Pirrus 1975). In the embayments are some grains of glauconite that also occurs with 

carbonate in cracks of the same balls. The possible fossil grains are ovale or tabular 

in shape, of sand grain size. They consist of pale brown isotropie collophane and in 
one case of radially fibrous chalcedonic silica, now partly replaced by carbonate. 

The carbonaceous pigment of some oval collophane grains thus may be of organic 

origin. 
Kinked mi ca flakes are not met with. They can easily have opened along kink 

boundaries into smaller flakes during erosion, if the provenance of any conglomerate 
material has been in the tuffaceous breccia. Few quartz grains have some planar 

lamellae-like features whereas Böhm striations are frequently met with. 

Sands tone 

The first boulders of whitish sands tone found in the sand pits were noticeably 

brittle (Fig. 8). Thereupon, more strongly indurated sandstone boulders were 
also recognized. Both kinds are again encountered in the drilled sequence. There are 

several aberrations from the whitish main color, due to the amount of glauconite, 

carbonate, and clayey material. 
The grain size limits for sands tone as defined above (p . 23) called would, strictly 

taken, let only part of the rock macroscopically dubbed sands tone be accepted as 

coarse g rained enough. But if the lower limit of the Wentworth scale of 1/16 mm 
will be used at this point, the demarcation will more closely follow local conditions. 
On the other hand, when studied under the microscope, the mineralogical composition 

does not change at this particular limit any faster. 
The typical whitish sands tone is often pure enough to be called a quartz sandstone 

(quartz arenite or orthoquartzite according to Pettijohn, 1975) containing quartz no 
less than 95 %. This can also be seen from the analysis of a sandstone boulder (table 2, 
analysis 5). However, the amount of feldspars in many cases increases making the 
rock a subarkose (feldspar limits 5-25 %). The voids of sandstone may be partly open, 

up to 10- 20 % of the total rock volume, and partly or fully filled with matrix 
grains and diagenetically regrown quartz in crystallographic continuity with the 
framework grains . When the cement is carbonate or glauconite exceeding 5 %, the 

rock can be called a calcareous sandstone and a glauconitic sandstone, respectively. Such a 

cement locally occupies 40 % of the sands tone. 
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Fig. 19. Impure sandsto ne from a boulder. The sub-ang ular gra ins are weakly 
cemented. A tourmaline gra in at center, limo nitic cement d o se to bo tto m. 

One nicol , 88 X. 

The roundness of the framework grains 1S from subangular to rounded. The 
degree of roundness increases in general with the growth of the grain size. The sort

ing of sand has often been good, but not too rarely a mixture of a far unsorted silty 

or even cl~ry sandstone has formed. 
In the quartz grains no unequivocal multiple sets of lamellar elements have been 

verified, but plenty of other striations. The feldspar grains are relatively fresh. This is 
obviously due to the wearing off of the more strongly altered feldspars of the source 
rocks during disintegration and transportation. 

Sometimes glauconite forms an essential mineral, as it occurs in the framework. 

Glauconite is normally an aggregate of fine grained crystals of deep green color. 

Only rarely it exists as larger single grains. Normal sized grains of siltstone having 
collophane as cement show local small accumulations, together with grains made up 
entirely of collophane. Only accessorily occur muscovite, biotite, possibly day 

minerals, tourmaline, zircon, sphene, epidote, garnet, magnetite, ilmenite, pyrite

even cementing - and limonite. 
The changes in grain size and mineral composition are frequent and often gradual. 

Clear-cut contacts also occur between beds of sands tone and fine siltstone. There is 
an average indination of beds around 30- 40° from the horizontal when the drill 

hole is used as a vertical reference. Small faults and minor folds of the order of one 

centimeter occur and are best visible in connection of thin siltstone intercalations. 
Together with these exist miniature slumping structures. Rusty surfaces with heavy 
mineral enrichments (Fig. 19) can be discerned. 
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It may be oE interest to mention here oE an unintentional later find oE similar 

quartz sands tone with minor glauconite among common beach pebbles on the eastern 
shore oE Attu island, Archipelago oE SW Finland. 

Siltstone and shale 

In the finest mixtures, when 0.002 mm is used as the demarcation line against 

shale grains, it seems as iE the proportion oE fine silt grains were still dominant. This 

suggests to defining the rock as a clqyey si/stone, but an optical study in these minute 
grain sizes can be suggestive only. 

The macroscopic as weil as microscopic color oE the siltstone and shale is grayish 
green, becoming darker when the grain size decreases. Chemically (table 1, analysis 

6) the largest differences from the gneissose granite and tuffaceous breccia are a 
decrease oE 3- 4 per cent points in the amount oE silica and a like increase of alumina. 
This is not a very large change. Also it can be noticed that the color of the tuffaceous 
breccia is rather dose to that of siltstones. The green hue of siltstone is in any case 

caused to some degree by the presence of glauconite. 

The fine siltstones and shales are mechanically soft, almost non-indurated, be

coming hard and brittle when drying. The color also becomes paler. 
Varieties of coarser siltstone are mainly same as those occurring in sandstones, 

only containing some more micaceous meterial. Towards finer sized siltstone and 
shale the proportion oE quartz and felds pars to mica-like minerals further changes in 

favor of the latter ones. The quality of the finest minerals and presence of day minerals 

stay unsolved by means of optical microscopy. Some solitary larger grains of rounded 
quartz and glauconite occur in the finest grained varieties oE siltstone. Besides the 

common decrease in sorting of material, there is a rather steady average lowering of 
the degree of roundness in the dastic grains from conglomerate through sands tone 

to siltstone. Rusty staining exists as small spots in some siltstones as weil as in sand

stones. This probably is oE rather secondary origin. 
Small faults together with slumping structures occur in some siltstones and shales 

as in sands tones . They have arisen at the latest during the compaction oE the sedimen

tary pile. 

REGI ONAL SETTING OF THE SEDIMENTAR Y ROCKS 

The microfossils found in the Söderfjärden sedimentary rocks correlate with 
those of the Lower Cambrian Series oE Estonia and other Baltic areas, as explained 

in detail on pp. 39-81. 
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Also lithostratigraphically a sirnilar correlation can be made: the phosphorus-rich 

conglomerate of Söderfjärden with its composite balls and collophanic armor is 

fairly similar to the wide-spread phosphoritic conglomerate horizon separating the 
Lontova and Lükati Stages of the Lower Cambrian in Estonia (Mens and Pirrus 1975). 
In Estonia the conglomerate is underlain by the »blue day» whereas it in Söderfjärden 
is underlain by siltstones and shales of similar composition. 

Phosphoritic conglomerates also occur in the Brantevik and Norretorp sands tones 

of the Lower Cambrian in Scania, southern Sweden (Lindström and Staude 1971). 
Boulders of sandstone and conglomerates, in many ways similar to the rock 

varieties occuring at Söderfjärden, are described from several localities in western 

Finland (e.g. Marmo and Laitakari 1952, Simonen and Kouvo 1955, Lonka and 

Papunen 1968, and p. 29 of this work). These provide some evidence for the Söder
fjärden rocks belonging to the once more continuous Cambrian sedimentary cover. 
It can still be found in situ in the Bothnian Sea (Veltheim 1962, Winterhalter 1972) 
and, apparently, upon dry land at Lauhavuori (Sirnonen and Kouvo 1955), c. 100 km 

south of Söderfjärden. 
The 50 to 100 meters of dayey overburden above the Cambrian sedimentary 

rocks in the Söderfjärden basin can be interpreted as having deposited postglacially 

into an empty depression excavated into the softer sedimentary rocks by the Pleis
tocene glaciations. Thus the sedimentary rock strata at Söderfjärden may have 
originally consisted of also younger sediments that now have been removed from the 

depression. 
The Lower Cambrian of Scania measures about 120 m at Simrishamn (Lindström 

and Staude 1971) whereas the thickness of the Lower Cambrian in western Latvia is 

at most about 110 m (Jankauskas 1974). The thickness of at least 70 m of the indined 

sedimentary strata at Söderfjärden is already considerable and the geophysically 

indicated thickness is at least 320 m. To gain this may necessitate an exceptionally 
abundant and rapid sedimentation rate, which could account for the slumping and 

faulting observed in minor scale. This would indicate either a subsiding or a primarily 
deep sedimentation basin. 

DISCUSSION 

The geophysical investigations have confirmed that the Söderfjärden structure 
is a more or less circular depression in the Precambrian bedrock. The interpreted 

minimum depth of the depression is 400-500 m. Drillings and micropaleontological 
investigations (see p. 39) have revealed the existence of Early Cambrian sediments 

in the deeper parts of the depression while in the shallow parts the rocks underlying 
the soil cover consist of a tuffaceous breccia and weathered bedrock. 
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The origin oE the SöderEjärden depression could be the result oE: 

1. Meteorite impact 
2. Igneous activity 

3. Block subsidence 
In the Eollowing, data which have some bearing on the origin oE the structure will 
be discussed. 

Shape and depth 

The overall circular shape is in agreement with a meteoritic origin as well as with 

a pipe-like intrusive body. However, when studied in detail it appears that the shape 
is actually somewhat angular, resembling a hexagon. The hexagonal shape can be 
discerned both on satellite images and on the gravity map. According to Talvitiectal. 

(1975) the sides oE the hexagon coincide with prominent Eracture directions in the 
area. Talvitie et al. also consider the depression to be Eormed by tectonic move
ments. An angular shape would in the first place indicate tectonic movements although 

it is conceivable that an originally circular structure could be transEormed into a 

more angular shape by the erosion due to the interEerence oE the regional Eracture 
pattern. 

The geophysically determined depth oE the depression is oE the order oE 400-500 
m . Baldwin (1963) has presented a Eormula Eor calculating the depth oE a Eresh mete
orite crater when the diameter is known. For Söderfjärden such a calculation gives 

a depth oE ab out 500 m or the same magnitude as the in terpreted depth. This would 

me an that iE SöderEjärden is impact structure it is rather unaffected by erosion. 
In vertical section the gravity interpretation indicates a certain asymmetry oE the 

depression, i.c. the western contact is considerably steeper than the eastern contact. 

In meteoritic terms this would me an that the meteorite struck the earth in an oblique 

trajectory moving Erom east to west. On the other hand, in any kind oE subsidence 
some degree oE asymmetry is rather common. 

U plift of the bottom 

The central part oE the depression seems to consist mainly oE more or less Eractured 

bedrock. This could correspond to the central upliEt which is typical oE larger mete

orite craters. On the other hand, the gravity study possibly indicates the existence 
oE lighter material beneath the bedrock, which again would harmonize better with 
igneous activity at deeper levels. 
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The seismic survey shows that there are >>uplifts>> of fractured bedrock also in 
other parts of the depression. The north-south running profile with several uplifts 

and quite steep contacts between the different units clearly suggests that some sort 
of block faulting has occured within the depression. Such movements are probably 
not in agreement with a meteoritic origin. 

Shock-metamorphic features 

Some mineralogical structures frequently found in shock-metamorphic rocks 
are also encountered in the Säderfjärden breccia and adjacent altered granite. 

The local abundance of kink bands in micas suggests to some sudden and strong 

deformative agent, even though kink bands as such are not unique in meteorite 
target rocks. Shock-lamellae like planar elements in quartz are not so abundant but 
still fairly common. An obvious shock-deformation has caused plagioclase to be more 

apt to chemical alterations, and also some glass, now mainly devitrified, has formed. 

The multiple planar sets of shock elements in quartz are commonly used as a 

criterion for the meteoritic origin of a crater as e.g. in a current classifying of impact 

structures in Canada (Robertson and Grieve 1975). On the other hand, there has been 
criticism against the acceptance of shock-lamellae in guartz as an adequate criterion 
for the meteoric impact origin of the crater (e.g. McCall 1968). It might also be 

conceived that when adeformative pressure is very fast accumulating against walls 

of a volcanic pipe and dykes by an intrusive tuff or tuffisite, the physical changes 

are bound to happen very abruptly, shock-metamorphically. 
Lake Lappajärvi (Lehtinen 1970, 1976) and Lake Sääksjärvi (Papunen 1969, 1973) 

are two rather close inferred crater sites having shock-metamorphic features. In 

comparison with their rock types the closest counterparts to Säderfjärden come from 

the impact breccias and from the less metemorphosed breccias of Lappajärvi. Some
what more »porphyritic» rocks occur at Sädefjärden only in few boulders. Any 
shock metamorphism has been relatively mild at Säderfjärden, and especially at 

Lappajärvi the effects have been much stronger. 

If the Säderfjärden is a meteorite crater the reason to the moderate shock intensity 

could naturally be a low impact velocity, but one could also speculate whether the 
force of the impact had been moderated by a water layer of some ten meters in depth. 

Chemical composition 

The chemical composition of the tuffaceous breccia and the underlying bedrock 
are very similar as can be seen from analyses from drill hole 1 (Table 3). 

The only chemical differences which possibly have significance are the lower 

sulfur content and the higher fluorine content of the breccia. The chemical similarity 
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Table 3 

Chemical comparison of the tuffaceous breccia and the underlying bedrock, drill hole 1 

Tuffaceous brcccia 

I 
Gneissose granite 

------,------- (Vaasa-granitc) 

SiOz ........................... . ......... . 
TiOz .........•.........•.................. 
Al20 3 ••. . •..••••..•..••••....• •.••.• ••...• 

Fe20 a .................................... . 
FeO ..................................... . 

MnO . .. ..................... .. . .... ...... . 
MgO ...... . .............................. . 
CaO ..................................... . 

a20 ............................ ...... ... . 
K 20 . .............. . ...... . .............. . 

P20S ........................ . ... ....... .. . 
S ... . .........•.........•............. .. .. 
Ign. loss ....... . .............. .. .. .. . . ... . 
F ......... . .. . ........ .. ... .. . ... ........ . 
Ni .... . ............. . ... . ... .. ........... . 

Co 
Cu 
Zn 

59.1 m depth 

67.62 
0.52 

14.80 
0.35 
3.6 

0.06 
3.00 
0.83 
2.09 
3.46 

0.004 
0.02 
3.32 

260 pp m 
60 » 

60 » 
30 » 

100 » 

99.70 

63.4 m depth 71.8 m depth 

68.26 66,98 
0.45 0.53 

13.71 14.00 
0.42 0.67 
3.0 3.4 

0.05 0.06 
3.10 3.00 
0.83 1.11 
2.41 2.17 
4.29 4.28 

0.006 0.012 
0.03 0.26 
2.68 3.10 

130 pp m < 10pp m 
50 » 60 » 

60 » 60 » 
30 » 40 « 
90 » 130 » 

99.28 99.59 

between the rocks strongly suggests that the breccia material is crushed and altered 

country rock. This would most naturally indicate that the tuffaceous breccia has 
originated from a meteorite impact. On the other hand, violent magmatic activity 
could possibly have the same effect on the country rock. 

The cobalt and nickel content of the rocks as weIl as the high cobalt: nickel ratio 

remain very constant. As an iron meteorite probably would increase the nickel 

content of the impactite (Lehtinen 1976) the lack of nickel contamination would 
rule out the iron meteorite alternative. 

Age 

The Lower Cambrian age of the sediment fill of the depression puts the age of the 

structure at a minimum of not much less than 600 Ma. Considering the small size 
of the depression as a sedimentary basin it would probably not stay unfilled for a very 

long time, and the Jotnian, i.c. 1300- 1400 Ma, is probably a rather high estimate 

of a maximum age. Anyway, the sedimentary pile has not been penetrated so the 
possibility of J otnian sediments forming the lowest part of the formation cannot be 
excluded. If this were the case, it would indicate that the formation of the depression 

5 1278012532 
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T able 4 

Ages of some circular structures in Fennoscandian bedrock. 

Locality 

Lappajärvi .. . ........ ................... . ....... . 

Ava ......................................... . .. . 
Jänisjärvi . .. ...... ................ .. . .. . ..... ... . 
Alnö .......... .. ........... . ....... . ........... . 
Iivaara ... . . . .. . .. . ......... . . ........ . ...... .. . . 
Sokli ... . . ......... . . . . ...... . . ........... .. .... . 

Age 
(in Ma) 

dose to 
1.850- 1.900 

1.830 
c. 700 

575 
430 

c. 350 

Reference 

Lehtinen (1976) 

Neuvonen (1970) 
Masajtis (1975) 
D oig (1970) 
D oig (1970) 
Vartiainen and 
Woolley (1974) 

has been a protracted and more or less continuous process, which in turn would 
make a meteorite impact rather unlikely as a cause. 

Consequently the age of the depression could conceivably have a bearing on the 
origin of the structure; an age near the Cambrian would indicate a rather short time 
of formation whereas a J otnian or higher age would indicate a more continous 

formation process. Reversely this would mean that if the Söderfjärden depression is 

caused by a meteorite impact or a single magmatic event, its age should be rather 
near 600 Ma. 

In comparison with the ages of other circular structures of various origins and 
situated relatively dose to Söderfjärden some general observations can be made. 

The ages (table 4) as seen he re would consist of two larger groupings. Among the 

older ages is that of Lake Lappajärvi. It has not yet been exactly determined, but 
it is possibly not much younger than those of Svecofennian synorogenic intrusives 

(Lehtinen 1976). From the ring-shaped intrusion of Ava in the archipelago of south
western Finland is obtained a zircon-sphene concordia age of 1 830 Ma ( euvonen 

1970). For the Lake Sääksjärvi shock-metamorphic rocks (Papunen 1973) there is 
no date yet. 

The Alnö alkaline complex in Sweden on the western coast of the Bothnian Sea 

is geographically dosest to the younger structures of Söderfjärden. For that D oig 
(1970) determined an age of 575 Ma on biotite by K-Ar method. According to hirn 
this date can be connected with ages of a larger alkaline province, as reconstructed 

plate-tectonically to continue from Canadian localities. The ijolite of Iivaara in 

eastern Finland was dated at 430 Ma (D oig, op.cit.). For the Sokli carbonatite in 
northeastern Finland Vartiainen and Woolley (1974) report mineral ages averaging 

c. 350 Ma. According to them the ages above emphasize a dose temporal relations hip 

to the Caledonian orogeny. Masajtis (1975) reports an age of c. 700 Ma for the 
circular structure of Lake Jänisjärvi in Karelia, U.S.S.R. 

As compared to the above localities the Söderfjärden depression is temporallr 
seemingly doser to the younger structures, but in regard to the alkalinity of those 
no similarity has yet been found at Söderfjärden. 
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The Söderfjärden structure is located in a region where there within a radius of 

about 200 km exist both recognized meteorite impacts and pipe-like intrusions 
(Fig. 20). 

Lake Lappajärvi (Lehtinen 1976) which lies about 100 km east of Söderfjärden, 

and Lake Sääksjärvi some 200 km southeast of Söderfjärden (Papunen 1973) are 
considered to be impact structures. A bout 200 km to southwest again the carbonatite 

intrusion of A lnö and the inferred kimberlite pipe of Avike are situated (v. Eckerman, 
1948, Söderström 1966). 

It is a notable coincidence that the Söderfjärden structure is located at the axis 

of an elongated negative gravity anomaly of 10- 15 mgal which runs for some 200 
km east-west from the Bothnian Gulf into the Finnish mainland. As the gravity 

anomaly could indicate a zone of weakness and deep fracturing in the crust, igneous 
activity could conceivably be more frequent than normal along this zone. 
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Concluding remarks 

In the opinion of the authors the geological and geophysical information collected 
does not present unequivocal support for any of the genetical explanations proposed 
above. Instead on can find evidence pointing to each of the three main theories. 

Anyway, the existence of the tuffaceous breccia seems to rather definitely rule out 
a purely tectonical explanation. The formation of the depression seems to involve one 
or several cryptoexplosions, induced either by the hypervelocity impact of a mete

orite or by magmatic activities. When weighing those two alternatives against 
each other, the chemical similarity between breccia and country rock is a strong 

argument for a meteorite impact. The lamellae in quartz described are customarily 

regarded as a shock-metamorphic feature proving a meteoritic origin. However, it 
has not been convincingly proven that shock-metamorphic features of at least that 
moderate level of intensity could not form by forceful magmatic activity. 

The sub-angular shape and the geophysical interpretation results, especially the 
indicated block movements within the depression, are more compatible with a force 
working from below. A violent volcanic explosion and the subsequent formation 

of a caldera would be a possible magmatic explanation, another alternative would 

be an intrusive plug ascending forcefully to a level some hundred meters below the 

rock surface. From there it would stope and strongly fracture the roof, causing its 
collapse. The chief obstacle for the magmatic theories, however, is the total lack, 

at least at the present state of knowledge, of evidence of introduced magmatic material. 
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INTROD UCTION 

The dating of the Cambrian period is based on fossils. The amount of actual 
fossils in Lower Cambrian sediments is often exceedingly smalI, with the result that 
fossil material sufflcient for dating cannot always be obtained from drill-core sampies. 

Recent microfossil investigations of the Cambrian period show that, the correlation 
of the microflora in many Cambrian deposits in Europe is possible. 

Constituting the most noteworthy microfossil group from the standpoint of 

dating are the widely distributed acritarchs that grew in plankton and occurred in 

an abundance of species starting as early as the Middle Riphean. A conspicuous 
feature of the microflora of the Lower Cambrian is the resemblance to the fossils 
of the Upper Proterozoic (Konzalova 1973). Accurate dating calls for taking into 
account the total range of acritarch forms. 

When the sedimentary rock deposit of Söderfjärden was discovered, I was assigned 

the task of dating the deposit by micropaleontological means . In the following, I shall 

describe the fossil and microfossil material and my conception of the age of the 

deposit. 

RESEARCH METHODS A D SAMPLE PREP A RA TIO S 

A stereomicroscope was used for the detection of fossils in unprepared core 

sampies. For the purposes of microfossil analysis, the shale sampies (ca. 20- 30 g) 
were suspended in water and treated with HCL and HF to dissolve the silicate mate
rial. Sands tone and quartzite sampies were first crushed mechanically and then dealt 
with like the shale. Pyrite was removed by dissolving it in strong HN0 3 • Limestone 

was dissolved in HCL. The microfossils were concentrated from all the sedimentary 

rocks by using a CHBr 3 solution with a density of 2.2. 
Slides were made from the residue containing microfossils by using Clophen

Harpix as a medium. The slides are preserved at the Geological Survey. Possible 

algal structures have been studied from thin sections and co re sampies. 

6 1278012532 
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FOSSILS AND FOSSIL TRACES 

Fossils are not visible to the naked eye in the SäderEjärden drill cores, but an 

investigation made with a stereoscopic microscope brought to light in the sedimentary 

series a few vestiges of fossils less than three millimeters in length. The most common 

occurrences appear to be brachiopoda fragments (PlateI: 3) embedded in shale at 
a depth of 119 m. These fragments represent a tiny brachiopoda form known from, 

for example, the Lower Cambrium. 
Two small pluglike fossils were found in shale at the 119-m level. They measured 

2 .2 and 1.5 mm in length. At the broader end, the cross section is elliptical, and at the 

narrower, round. Roughly, the form resembles the cephalopoda type Volborthella 
tenuis Schmidt as well as, on the other hand, the Mollusca type Torelle/la laevigata 

Linnarson. A cross section of the form (PlateI: 2) conflrmed in the fossil structural 

features typical of the Volborthella tenuis form, which resemble strikingly the lon
gitudinal section presented by Korkutis (1971) as weil as Vogt's (1924) representation 
of the longitudinal section. The occurrence of Volborthella at the 119-m level is 
a prob ability, and this circumstance would place the time of sedimentation of the 

shale within the Lower Cambrium. 
Volborthella tenuis has been met with in many places in Lower Cambrian deposits 

in the Baltic and Scandinavian regions . Observations oE this cephalopoda have been 
reported from, among other places, the Lower Cambrian »Sparagmite Formation» 

of Lake Mj0sen, in southern orway (Vogt 1924); from the upper part of the Lower 
Cambrium at File Haidar, Gotland, Sweden (Thorslund and Westergärd 1938); from 

the Mickwitzia sandstone at Lugnäs, Västergätland, Sweden (Thorslund and Wester
gärd, op. cit.); in addition to which mention might be made of Öpik's (1925, 1929) 
observations from Estonia and his view that the Volborthella tenuis zone is contained 

in the major portion oE the Lükati bed and the uppermost portion of the Lontova 

bed (Öpik 1956). Among other Scandinavian observations, I should like to mention 
Martinsson's (1974) description of the Cambrian of orden as weil as to refer the 

reader to Bentson's (1974) bibliography. As for more recent Volborthella observations 
reported from Estonia, noteworthy are the ones made in the Lükati deposits on the 

island of Hiiumaa (Kala 1972) and the occurrence discovered in the lower part oE 
the Tiskre bed (Mens and Pirrus 1972). 

Further, at the depth of 119 m, there were found two small (ca. 1.5 mm long) 
arching, conical, pyritized terminal portions of hyolithus-type forms (PlateI: 4). 
The form had originally been thin-shelled, judging by the circumstance that the shell 

disappeared during fossilization - whereas it has been preserved in the case of 
Volborthella. The angle of the sides of the cone is noticeably larger in these than in 

the Volborthella form. Moreover, the cross section (PlateI: 5) is appreciably more 
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Fig. 1. A probable worm burrow in an erratic sandstone boulder from the Söder
fjärden basin. Photo E. Halme. 

elliptical than in the Volborthella . The angularity of the shell typical of most of the 
hyolithus forms is only very slightly apparent in the Söderfjärden case. In type, it 

corresponds in cross section to the oblong hyolithus form. It also resembles the 

small Torellela laevigata forms, which Strömer (1925) has described from the Lower 
Cambrium of Norway. The genus Coniotheca Missarzhevsky, which has been described 
from Lower Cambrian sediments of the Siberian platform, likewise resembles the 

pyritized horn-shaped fossil organism discovered at Söderfjärden. 
A flattened, originally conical shell about 1 mm long and composed of chitin 

(PlateI: 8) was found in shale at a depth of 129 m. It might possibly be part of a larger, 
conceivably wormlike organism. Pyritized traces actually left by worms have been 
met with at a depth of 99 m in a sandstone layer as weil as at the 119-m level in shale. 

These vestiges are generally exceedingly thin and threadlike. With regard to fossilized 

vestiges, mention should also be made of pyritized remains suggesting a cellular 

structure (Plate1: 6). 
Erratics of sands tone with tubular traces, probably worm burrows 3 mm III 

diameter were found southeast of the Söderfjärden basin (Fig. 1). These traces 
resemble those occurring in sands tone erratics found by Veltheim (1969) on the 
island of Hailuoto and the adjacent mainland. Veltheim considers them to be similar 

to worm burrows and trails found in late Precambrian and early Paleozoic sandstones . 
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THE OCCURRENCE OF MICROFOSSILS (ACRITARCHS) I THE 
SEDIMENT AR Y SEQUENCE 

The portion of the sedimentary sequence investigated comprises the depth 
interval 139.55-73.6 m. The micropaleontological study indudes 21 levels from 
different depths. The types of sediment are shale, sands tone, quartzite and a carbona
ceous sediment (partly sands tone and quartzite). The most abundant and variegated 
microflora occurs in shale in the lower and middle parts of the investigated core. 

A dear maximum in the acritarch forms (Evitt 1963) occurs in the shale at a depth 

of 129 m, where there are hundreds of acritarch individuals per slide among organic 
detritus. The amount of noncarbonate carbon is about one percent. Above the 90-m 
level, the shale appears to be poorer in microfossils than below it, especially with 

respect to variety of species. The number of microfossils in the arenaceous, quartzitic, 
and carbonaceous portions of the core is exceedingly low. 

The flora shows specific variations according to depth in the sedimentary se
quence. It is therefore possible to make comparisons between the acritarch forms 

present in, for example, the 129- and 92.3-meter levels and to try to draw paralleis 

between these horizons and known microfossil communities. 

MICROFOSSIL MATERIAL 

Leiosphaeridia Eisenack 1958, Downie and Sarjeant 1963 

The great majority of the microfossils present in the formation consist of struc
turally simple, spherical, - but due to sediment compaction - flattened, folded and 
in many cases broken Leiosphaeridia Eisenack types. The Leiosphaeridia types of 
microfossils are dassified into different species, mainly on the basis of size as weil as 

thickness of shell and surface structure. Quite a few Leiosphaeridia species occur in 

the Söderfjärden material. The largest forms are> 100 fl, ca. 160 fl, and the smallest 
ca. 6 fl. Leiosphaeridia forms have been met with in greatest abundance in shale at 
depths of 73.6 and 85.4 m. 

In the Cambrian period, Leiosphaeridia forms were relatively common, but the 

form genus is known from the Precambrian to geologically young times. Structurally 
simple and comparatively thin-shelled, they are easily damaged; hence they are not 
weil suited to species identification nor geological correlation. 

The traces of pressure from pyrite crystals growth on the surface have in many 

instances produced a pseudostructure that hampers identification. Examples of 
Leiosphaeridia types are to be seen in Plates II, III and IV. 
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Regarded as Leiosphaeridia forms are mainly fossils that evidently possesed an 

originally smooth surface and those with structural features belonging to no other 
morphological family. 

Stictosphaeridium Timofeev 1966 

Characteristic of the Stictosphaeridium Timofeev genus is the presence of stripes 

on the surface. The surface of a small Leiosphaeridia type with a diameter of ca. 25 ft 

found at a depth of 81.8 m has an apparently dense primary pattern of stripes (Plate 

IV: 25), so it probably corresponds to the Stictosphaeridium form. 
The Kildinella Timofeev genus is also characterized by a certain wrinkling of the 

surface. The Leiosphaerdia type represented in Plate IV: 27 probably corresponds to 
the Kildinella form. The main occurrence of Kildinella falls, according to Timofeev 

(1971), into the Riphean but continues on sporadically into the Lower Cambrian. 
Greater attention has been focussed in the study on more complex types than 

the Leiosphaeridia because they are better suited to the purposes of dating and correla

tion. 

Tasmanites Newton 1875 

The Tasmanites Newton genus occurs generally rather well preserved in shale 

sampies. The thick-shelled form is spherical and about 100- 130 ft in diameter with 
a dense occurrence of tiny pores (spaced 2-4 ft apart). This type has no pylomes . 

The Tasmanites forms are yellowish in color (Plate IV: 29 and 30), and morpholo
gically they are closely comparable to the Tasmanites bobrowskii forms found in Lower 

Cambrian deposits in the Bialowieza area by Wazynska (1967), in the Estonian 
Lükati (Pirita) formation and in the Tiskre deposits (Umnova, Vanderfiit 1971), as 
weIl as, to the Tasmanites varia bilis form described by Volkova (1968) from the upper 
part of the Lower Cambrian in Estonia. The names are possibly synonymous. A form 

closely resembling them is also the T. volkovae Kirjanov, which Volkova (1974) has 

described from Cambrian deposits in Latvia. 
Tasmanites bobrolVskii occurs in the Söderfjärden series at depths oE 99-85.4 m, 

and at the 92.3-m level it accounts for some 36 % oE the acritarch forms. In addition, 
at the depths of 92.4 and 89.2 m, there occurs the larger Tasmanites piritaensis Posti 
et Jankauskas. In diameter, the form measures about 150- 200 ft. (Plate II: 12, 13, 

IV: 26). The pores are located on top of small protuberances on the surEace of the 
shell (Jankauskas and Posti 1976). Its occurrence is fairly common in the SöderEjärden 
core at depths oE 89.2 and 92.4 m. In Estonia, the species has been met with in Lükati

stage sediments. 
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Tasmanites nanus n. sp. Plate IV: 28 

A small, thick-shelled form with a pylome. It resembles the T. minutus, except 

that it is appreciably smaller, with a diameter of ca. 25 fl-. The thickness of the shell 
is ca. 3 fl-. In the shell can be seen a dense system of radial lines, which presumably 
corresponds to perforations. Extremely rare at a depth of 119 m. 

A fragment decoratively covered on the surface with a pattern of pores was met 
with in shale at the depth of 119 m. The surface structure resembles the Tasmanites 

piritaensis Posti et Jankauskas form (Jankauskas and Posti 1976), but what is involved 

is just a fragment from a larger body. It may correspond to cell tissue of the Lamina

rites type (Plate V: 31). 

Archaeodiscina (Naumova 1960) Volkova 1968 

Thin-shelled, spherical form, on the shell of which is a black, round thickening 

whence a radial system of stripes runs. Otherwise it brings to mind the genus L eios

phaeridia. The form occurs in the upper portion of the sequence, though rather uncom
monly (Plate V: 32 and 33). The species is Archaeodiscina !lmbOllulata, first described 
by Volkova from the upper part of the Estonian Lower Cambrian. The species has 
also been met with in the Lower Cambrian of the Ardennes (Vanguestaine 1974). 

Cymatiosphaera (Wetzel 1933) Deflandre 1954 

In the shale of Söderfjärden, the form genus occurs more abundantly (nearly 40 %) 
at a depth of 129 m. Involved are several species, but the predominant one is a form 
about 40-70 fl- in diameter, in which the surface is divided by ridges into polygonal 

fields. The form divided into larger surface fields probably corresponds to the Cyma

tiosphaera sp. described by Volkova (1974, Taf. 28: 8) from the Latvian Middle 

Cambrian (Paradoxides oelandicus zone) . The Söderfjärden material is represented 
by Plate V: 39. 

Cymatiosphaera solfensis n. sp. Plate II : 14 and 15, V: 35- 38. On the surface can 
be distinguished about 5 polygonal fields (Campi) . The walls are thin and slightly 

bent. About 40- 60 fl- in diameter. It has been proposed to name the species solfensis, 

after the place where the find was made. The form resembles the C. sp. described by 
Volkova in 1974 from the Latvian Middle Cambrian, except that the Söderfjärden 

form is divided into a larger number of ficlds, which are rather irregular in shape. 
It is possibly the same form as the one described by Volkova (1969) in the drill core 

from Middle Cambrian sediments at Padz, Poland (C)matiosphaera sp.). 
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C. ovillensis described from the Spanish Middle Cambrian (Cramer and D iez 1972) 
also resembles this species, but it is smaller. The same type of form is approached by 
the larger Cymatiosphaera forms described by Slavikova (1968) from the Czecho
slovakian Middle Cambrian. Plate V: 34 shows other, smaller Cymatiosphaera form 

found in the Söderfjärden area. They are less common than the two aforementioned 
larger forms. 

Cymatiosphaera sp. 2. Plate V: 40 a, b . 

The outer shell of the sphere composes intricately wrinkled walls and the form 
resembles in this respect C. undulata, which Hajos (1964) has described from a Miocene 

deposit in Hungary. The Söderfjärden form differs, however, in having higher 
polygonal walls. About 27 fh in diameter. Rare, for only a single individual has been 

met with, at a depth of 116.2 m. 

Cymatiosphaera sp. 3. Plate V : 41 

The outer shell of these acritarchs is at least in part cubeshaped. Compare with 

C. centrigera, which has a cubiform shell. It differs from the genus Po(yedryxiutJI 

Deunff in that it lacks ornamental features. It also differs from the Octaedrixium

Rudaskaja forms with their rounded edges, but resembles closely Bion cruciferum Eis. 
1951 found in Ordovician erratics by Eisenack (1959). Several individuals were 

observed in shale from a depth of 96.3 m. 

Cymatiosphaera sp. 4. Plate V: 42 a, b. 

The diameter of the sphere is about 25 fh, but that of the polygons only about 5 p. 

Only a few individuals were detected in sampies from the depth of 81.8 m. 

Dictyodium Eisenack 1955 

DictyoditlJll aff. indefinita (Tim .) Plate V: 43 and 44, VI: 45 and 46. Synonym: 
Protoleiosphaeridium indefinita Timofeev 1959. Spherical form, on the surface of which 
can be distinguished a straight-edged, often irregular polygonal pattern. The surface 
is often covered by on evidently secondary, sepia-colored, comparatively thick layer 
appearing to be ragged in outline. This is possibly resinous matter. Diameter ca. 25-
30 fh, width of margin in many instances 3- 4 fh . Jumerous observations made at 

depths of 129 and 119 m. 
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The form type closely resembles the Retisphaeridium Staplin, Jansonius & Pocock 
genus, but a characteristic of it is that the polygonal walls do not extend into the 

equatorial region. In the Säderfjärden material, the polygonal walls are not at least 
markedly missing zonally insofar as the thickening of the equatorial zone does not 

corredpond to this zone. 
The species resembles D. tenuiornatum Eisenack but is smaller. On the other hand, 

it closely resembles D. hasletianum Vanguestaine 1974. I t has been described from 

the Middle Cambrian deposit of Grand-Halleux. I t most closely, however, resembles 

the D . cambriense species (Slavikova 1968) described from the Middle Cambrian of 

Barrandia (Czechoslovakia). Take for comparison also Retisphaeridium dichamerutJI 

Staplin, Jansonius & Pocock 1965. This morphological type has generally been 
classified as Cambrian, but it (P . indefinita) has also been observed in Upper Eocam
brian deposits of the Karelian Isthmus. 

Granomarginata aumova 1960 

The type species G. prima of the genus was first described from the Lower Cam

brian in the USSR. Around its spherical central body, this form has a relatively narrow 
margin. At the 129-m level in the Säderfjärden material, there occurs a strikingly 
broad-margined species (Plate VI: 47) . The border encircling the solid central body 
resembles a veil and is granular. Some of these forms at least correspond to the 

G. squamacea species described by Volkova (1968, 1969) from the Estonian Cambrian. 
It has been met with throughout the Lower Cambrian but in greatest abundance in 

the lower and middle parts of the Lower Cambrian. The occurrence of G. squamacea 

has been observed also in Cambrian deposits in Greenland and Scotland (Downie 

1974). Konzalova (1974) has also run across the form in older deposits, representing 
the Upper Proterozoic of Bohemia. The species has further been described from 
a Cambrian deposit in Latvia (Volkova 1974) . 

Granomarginata sp. Plate VI: 49 

A form with a narrow edge and a rough surface, ca. 25 fl in diameter. Only one 
observation made, at the 129-m level. 

Leiomarginata Naumova 1960 

Leiolllarginata simplex Naumova 1960. Plate VI: 50- 53. 

A round, thick-shelled form with folded stripes on the surface, described from 
a Lower Cambrian deposit in Estonia (Naumova 1960, Volkova 1968). Fairly common 

in the Säderfjärden material, yellowish in color. About 15- 20 fl in diameter. The 
stripes in some cases have formed around oblong openings or cracks in the shell. 
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Archaeofavosina Naumova 1960 

A rchaeofavosina sp. Plate VI: 54 

At the 129-level in the Säderfjärden material, there occur fairly thick-shelled 
spherical forms with low, rounded protuberances of varying size on the surface. About 

50-55 fl in diameter, yellowish in color. This acritarch resembles Tasmanites, but 
no pores can be distinghished. 

Trachysphaeridium Timofeev (1966) 1969 

Trachysphaeridium sp. Plate III: 18, VI: 55- 57. 

The fairly thick, single-layered shell is spherical and rough of surface. The shell 
almost invariably bears traces of folds, as in the case of Leiomarginata simplex. Diam
eter 70-90 fl, color yellowish. Common at, for instance, the 129-m level. The form 

genus is known to occur in many pI aces starting from the final stage of the Pre
cambrian. 

Lophosphaeridittm Timofeev 1959, emend. Lister 1970 

Vesicle hollow, single-walled with ornament of solid tubercules. Excystment is 

by cryptosuture (Eisenack, Katalog, Bd. IV). Form genus rare in shale portions. The 
form met with at a depth of 96.3 m at Säderfjärden (Plate VII: 61) corresponds 
probably to the L. tentativum form described by Volkova (1968). It has been met 

with in the upper part of the Lower Cambrian in Estonia. 

Lophosphaeridium sp. 1. Plate VII: 58 and 59 

A smaller form resembling the foregoing with a thin shell and tiny tubercules. 

About 20 fl in diameter. Met with at a depth of 81.8 m. 

Lophosphaeridiut!1 sp. 2. Plate VII: 60 

Also small, but with a thicker shell than the foregoing. Depth 101.8 m. 

Lophosphaeridült!1 sp. 3. Plate VII: 62 

Form with a thin shell folded on the surface and with very ti ny tubercules. Diam
eter ca. 25 fl. Form resembles Archaeofavosina venus Salujha, Rehman & Arora 1971. 

Met with as a rarity at a depth of 129 m. 

7 1278012532 
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Leiovalia Eisenack 1965. 

Leiovalia sp. Plate VII: 64 

Smooth- and thin-shelled ellipsoid form about 65- 130 Il in length. Occurs 
especially in shale at the 129-m level. It resembles the L. tenera Kirjanov form, 

which Volkova (1974) has described from the Cambrian of Latvia. L eiovalia similis 

Eisenack is of the size as the form from Söderfjärden. It has been found in Baltic 

limes tone. The type found in Ordovician material from the bottom of the Bothnian 
Sea (Tynni 1975) differs markedly from the Söderfjärden type. 

Ooidium Timofeev 1957 

Ooidium sp. Plate VII: 67 

Almost spherical shell, at one end ofwhich is an area with tubercles on the surface, 
but elsewhere the shell is only slightly rough. Length about 75 Il. It is larger than 
the mainly Middle Cambrian forms described by Timofeev (1959). As an extremely 

rare specimen, only one individual has been found at Söderfjärden at the depth of 
129 m. It is apparently an early occurrence of the form genus, for Ooidium is a form 

typical of the Middle Cambrian and the first half of the Upper Cambrian (Timofeev). 
However, the occurrence of Ooiditlm has even been noted in, for instance, Vergal 
sediments of the Lower Cambrian (Jankauskas 1974). 

Acanthodiacrodium Timofeev 1958 

Acritarch forms with processes belonging to the Acanthomorphitae Downie, 

Ewitt, Sarjeant 1963 subgroup are rather scantily present in the Söderfjärden sampies, 
for at the 129-m level only oneAcanthodiacrodium sp. specimen was observed (Plate VII: 
65). In form, it is broadly elliptical, ab out 241l10ng, with short spines (ca. 21l) sparsely 
present at opposite ends . It resembles the Lophorytidodiacrodium (lentiforme) Tim. form 
met with in the Kaljala shale deposit on the Karelian Isthmus but is smaller (Suoma
lainen & Tynni 1970). 

Baltisphaeridium Eisenack 1958 is known from as early a date as the Lower Cambrian 
in the Baltic region - for example, Estonia (Volkova 1968, J ankauskas & Posti 

1976). Similar forms, however, with some poorly preserved structural features, also 

occur in the sedimentary rock of Söderfjärden. Of these the most prevelent type 
probably corresponds to that depicted by Volkova (1968, Tab. XII, Fig. 6). 
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CY111atioga!ea Deunff 1961, C0111asphaeridiu111 StapEn, Jansonius and Pocock 
1965 

In certain instances, it is impossible to separate between possible Archaeolystri

chosphaeridium Timofeev 1959, Baltisphaeridium and Cymatiogalea Deunff 1961 forms . 
In Plate VIII: 71-75, there appears a possible Cymatiogalea sp. An uncommon 
occurrence is also a form with exceedingly thin, hair-like - at least at the ends -
spines. This form (Plate VII: 68 and 70) resembles Comasphaeridium Staplin, Jansonius 

and Pocock 1965. The diameter of the central body is ca. 20-35 fh. Met with only 
at the 129-m level. It also resembles the Baltisphaeridium strigosum Jank. form de
scribed by Jankauskas and Posti (1976) from the Lower Cambrian of the Baltic. 

(Connected with Comasphaeridium?) According to Downie (1974), Comasphaeridium, 

together with Micrhystridium and Granomarginata squamacea, characterizes the beginning 
of the Cambrian. 

Goniosphaeridiu111 Eisenack 1969 

Goniosphaeridium? sp. Table IX: 85 

At the 129-m level, one partially visible form measuring about 29 fh in total 
diameter, apparently pentagonal at the edges, with conical processes and a vesicle 
diameter of 23 fh, was seen (cf., PolJgonium gracile Vardova 1966, Impluviculus stellaris 

Martin 1975). 

H]StrichosphaeridiNm Deflandre 1937 

Hystrichosphaeridium sp. Table VII: 69 

Diameter of central body ca. 21 fh; processes on surface with a horn-like appearance 
and situated at even intervals. An average of 7 processes occur in the marginal 
portion. Form met with at the depth of 129 m. Very closely resembles smallish 
Hystrichosphaeridium ? insigne Fridrichsone forms described by Fridrichsone (1971) 
from Cambrian deposits in Latvia. Volkova (1974) has also run across the same form 
in Latvia, presenting it under the name Baltisphaeridium insigne. According to this 

source, it varies in size between 24 and 35 fh . 
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Micrhystridium Deflandre 1937 

In the Söderfjärden series, the form genus proved a rarity. A clearly distinguishable 
Micrf!ystridium specimen was met with only at the 129- and 96.3-m levels. The smaller 
of them resembles M. nannacanthum Deflandre and, on the other hand, the M . tornatum 

Volkova form. The Söderfjärden form is ca. 15 ft in diameter (Table IX: 87), and on 

this basis it corresponds more closely to the large M . tornatum form than M . nannacan

thu!1l. M. tornatu!1l is fairly common in the Lower Cambrian deposits of Estonia 
(Volkova 1968). 

Micrf!ystridiu!1l sp. Table IX: 86 

The spherical central body is about 18 ft in diameter, and the broad, corucal 
spines measure approximately 5 ft . Structurally, the form resembles Goniosphaeridium. 

Only one observation made, at the depth of 129 m. 

Micrf!ystridium pallidum Volkova fo. minor n. fo. Table IX: 88-90 

At the 119- and 129-m levels, small spheres measuring 5-7 ft in diameter with 
short spines were met with either individually or in clusters. Most of the spheres 

were blackened by pyrite. Though they resemble the Volkova species, which has 
a diameter varying between 9 and 15 ft, they are nevertheless defirutely smaller. 
Eisenack's (1965) Synsphaeridiu!1I tuberculatum also resembles the Söderfjärden form, 
except that it is larger. 

Multiplicisphaeridium Staplin 1961 

Multiplicisphaeridiu!1l clavatum n . sp. Table IX: 84 

At the 129-m level, only one ragged Multiplicisph. type was met with. It evidently 
had only four clavate processes, which resemble in shape the processes of M. pirifertllll . 

The diameter of the central body is ca. 25 ft. The form resembles the form (sporo

morphe MR 17/24) from the Upper Precambrian (Brioverien) presented by Roblot 
(1963) in Fig. 23. 

V ulcanisphaera Deunff 1961 

Vulcanisphaera microspinosu!1l n. sp. Table VIII: 76, 78, 81. 

On the surface, small protuberances occur densely and from them radiate 4-7 
short (1-2 ft) spines. The diameter of the vesicle is about 25 ft. An uncommon form, 
only a few observations having been made at the 96.3-m level. 

Comp. Stelliferidium Deunff, Gorka, Rauscher 1974. 
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Vulcanisphaera sp. Table VIII: 77 and 80 

Central body ca. 20 fl in diameter. On the surface, conical protuberances with 
tiny, thin spines. Rare for, with only a few observations at the depth of 89.5 m . 
Compared with the preceding form, it is smaller and the protuberances are sparser 
and larger. Vulcanisphaera is known from, for instance, the Olenus zone of the Upper 
Cambrian (Potter 1974), but the discovery of the new forms in the upper part of the 
Söderfjärden series probably signifies earlier forms of the genus. Table IX: 82, 83 

in all likelihood represent forms closely related to the foregoing Vu!canisphaera 
species. Their surface structure is not clearly visible. 

A critarch forms w ith tetrad m arks 

Two spore types were observed in the Söderfjärden material in which the tetrad 

mark is visible. Owing to its rareness, no sure conclusions can, however, be drawn 
on the basis of these observations. T able IX: 93 represents a roundish, triangular 

type of spore, which is apparently double-shelled on the surface. The outher membrane 
is ragged, possibly on account of wear. The diameter is ca. 27 fl. The form resembles 

the trilete spores, including Tracl?Jtriletes krystofovichii found by Naumova (1949) 
in blue clay belonging to the East Baltic (Eocambrian). 

T able IX: 92 shows a Leiotriletes-type individual, the trilete mark of which, how
ever, might correspond to surface folds that had accidentally taken on the trilete 

shape. Comp., surface wrinkles of Leiomarginata simplex. 
Compared with algae, the time of appearance of the higher developed spores is 

still open to discussion (cf., for ex., Potonie 1956). The same forms as Naumova and, 
in addition, others with trilete patterns have been described by Timofeev not only 
from the East Baltic Eocambrian and Cambrian but also from the Visingsö formation 
and Eocambrian sampIes collected in the Norwegian province of Finnmark (Timofeev 

1960, 1963). Vidal (1976) later studied microfossils from outcrops of the Visingsö 
beds and drill cores from the middle and upper parts of the beds. According to this 

researcher, the upper part of the beds contains the same kind of acritarch forms as 
had been previously known from Vendian and Lower Cambrian deposits in the USSR, 
China and other regions. Vidal proposes for this unit a Vendian dating. Vidal did not 

recognize the spore type at Visingsö but considered the interpretation of the terrestrial 

or semiterrestrial spores to be erroneous. 
The same subject matter is further illuminated by the small (under 10 I-l) triradiate, 

patterned Ambiguaspora spores met with in sampIes from the Upper Vendian of 
Leningrad and Latvia (Volkova 1976). In this type, the tetrad mark is clearly dis

tinguishable, extending to the margins. The spores are assumed to belong either to 
aquatic plants of the Vendotaenides group or to other, possibly semiaquatic plants. 
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REVIEW OF THE VARIA TIO S I THE SPECIES PRESENT IN THE 
SEDIMENTARY SEQUENCE 

The acritarch species occurring at different depths differ considerably from each 

other. This is c1early evident at, for instance, the 129- and 92.3-m levels, where the 

microfossil density is great and the sediment the same. On the lower level, there is 

a larger variety of species, the majority being various L eiosphaeridia (ca. 37 %) and 

Cymatiosphaera (ca. 36 %) forms. Abundantly present are also poorly preserved 
colonies of Synsphaeridium or Gloecapsomorpha types (ca. 15 %). The worn condition 
hampers estimating their abundance, which is possibly larger. Leiomarginata simplex 

(ca. 5 %), Granomarginata sqtlamacea (ca. 2 %) as weil as numerous forms accounting 

for about 1 % or less (Comasphaeriditlm, Cymatiogalea, Vttlcanisphaera, Lophosphaeriditim, 

Trachysphaeridium, Leiovalia, OoiditllJJ, 1-lystrichosphaeriditlm, Dictyodium, MlIltiplici

sphaeridium); on the 92.3-m level, the variety of species is smaller than the foregoing. 
Leiosphaeridia (ca. 55 %) constitutes the maximum, but the large proportion of 

Tasmanites bobrowskii (ca. 36 %) is important from the standpoint of dating. The 

angular Cymatiosphaera type (ca. 2 %), Cymatiogalea (ca. 3 %), Leiomarginata (ca. 3 %) 
and a number of rarer acritarchs than these make up the minority. 

The variation in species along the co re indicates an evolution of species of the 

algae types in question that took place during sedimentation. Tasmanites bobrolVskii 

represents an earlier form of the Tasmanites genus that had not yet developed a pylome 

(Wazynska 1967). OW, Tasmanites is compared to a form of marine green algae 

(Chlorophyceae) (Wall 1962). In the lower strata T asmanites with c1early distinguishable 
pores is missing, for it emerges from a depth of about 99 m, reaching its maximum 
at the 92.3-m level. 1\lso Volkova (1968) has noted the lower limit of Tasmanites 

Jlariabilis (synonym), placing it in tbe Lower Cambrian, around the middle of the 

Lontova series (UlbjasteJPalamuse). 

Tasmanites piritaensis makes an appearance in the Söderfjärden sedimentary 
sequence approximately 6.5 m after the initial occurrence of T. bobrolJJskii, which 
means that it is younger than the latter, dating evidently from the Lükati stage 

(J ankauskas and Posti 1976). It is noteworthy that at Söderfjärden also. T. bobrolJJskii 

occurs at the 92.4-m level, along with T. piritaensis. 

The optimal occurrences of Cymatiosphaera soljensis and C. sp. 1 are stages ante
dating the rise of Tasmanites, but they nevertheless probably belong to the Cambrian 
period. This is also indicated by the variety of the Acanthomorphitae forms, although 

the number of individuals is rather low, besides wbich many of the forms must be 

regarded as early ones. At the depth of 129 m, the numerous, poorly preserved 
SynsphaeridiuJJl or Gloecapso17lorpha colonies emphasize the share of the blue-green 
algae (Cyanophyceae) in the collection of species, the question of the origin of the main 
part of which is open. 
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COMPARISONS WITH CERTAIN ACRITARCH ASSEMBLAGES OF THE 
CAMBRIA PERI O D A D STRATI G RAPHIC OBSERVATIO S 

A preliminary study of the microfossils p resent in the sedimen tary rocks of 
Söderfjärden showed that the acritarch forms of Söderfjärden are significantly of the 
same type as have been brought to light mainly from sedimentary rocks belonging 
to the Lower Cambrian in the Baltic region, specifically the areas of Leningrad 
( aumova 1949, Timofeev 1956, 1959), Estonia (Volkova 1968, Jankauskas and Posti 

1976), Latvia (Lieldiena, Fridrichsone 1968, Birkis, Brangulis, Volkova and Rosanov 

1970, Fridrichsone 1971 , Volkova 1974) and Lithuania (Jankauskas 1975). Similar 

acritarch forms have been met with also in Poland (Jagielska 1966, Wazunska 1967, 
Volkova 1969), Czechoslovakia (Vavrdova 1966, Slavikova 1968, Konzalova 1975) 
and several places in Western Europe (Gardiner and Vanguestaine 1971, southeastern 
Ireland), (Martin 1975, Belgium), (D ownie, Lister, Harris and Fettes 1971, Scotland), 

etc. 

Baltic region 

The largest number of similarities has been found between the Lower Cambrian 
acritarch assemblages of Söderfjärden and Estonia (Volkova 1968). In Table 1 are 
presented the most typical acritarch forms of the Söderfjärden layer sequence and the 
Lontova sequence belonging to the lower parts of the Lower Cambrian in Estonia. 
Part of the divergence in the nomenclature is due to the difference between the 

systematics adopted; but, owing to the lack of sufficient comparative material, 

a combination of synonymous forms has been avoided. 
The prevalent view is that in Estonia the upper part of tbe Lower Cambrian and 

the Middle and Upper Cambrian in toto are missing (Öpik 1956). According to tbe 
latest research, the youngest Cambrian deposits in Estonia correspond to the Tiskre 
sandstone stage in Estonia and the Izbora sands tone stage in tbe Ingrian region. 
Tiskre deposits have been preserved only in northern Estonia. They are regarded as 
belonging to the Lower Cambrian (Öpik 1956, Mardla et al. 1968) or the Middle 
Cambrian, corresponding to the Izhora sands tone stage. According to a differing 

view, tbe Izbora stage likewise belongs to the Lower Cambrian (see., Jankauskas 1974). 

The Izhora sands tone stage contains Aerotreta, Linguella and Obolus fossils, of which 
only Linguella has been met with in the Estonian Lower Cambrian (Mardla et al., 

op . eit.). 
The Cambrian deposits of Latvia have been identified as being of approximately 

the same age as those of Estonia. Lieldiena and Fridrichsone (1968) have described 

acritarch assemblages corresponding to Lower and Middle Cambrian formations. 
Among the acritarch assemblages of the Cambrian period in Latvia, the assemlages 

of the Lontova and Pirita beds are probably closer to the Söderfjärden flora type 

than the rest. 
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Table 1 

Typical acritarchs in Säderfjärden and in the Lontova beds in Estonia. 

Acritarchs from the Acritarchs cf the Lontova 
Sö derfjärden core beds (Volkova 1968) 

Leiosphaeridia s p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ( + ) 
Granomarginala sql/amaceae . . . . . . . . . . . . + 
Granomarginala prima . .. . ..... .. .... . 
Leiomarginala simplex .............. . + 
Tasmanites lemlllls ..... ... ..... .. .. . 
Tasmanites bobroJlJskii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + 
Tasmanites variabilis .. . ............ . 
Tasmaniles pirilaensis*) .... . . . ....... + 
Archaeodiscina t/mbonlllata ... .. ....... + 
Trachysphaeridium sp. ... . ........... + 
Cymatiosphaera soljmsis .. . ... ..... . .. + 
Cymatiosphaera sp. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . + 
Dictyodillm aff. indefinita. . . . . . . . . . . . . . + 
Lophosphaeridittm sp. ............... . + 
BaltisphaeridiulJl cerinilltJI ........... . 
Baltisphaeridill1J1 compressl/JJI ......... . 
BaltisphaeridillJJI dllbill1J1 ...... ... ... . . 
BaltisphaeridilllJl oma/lIlJ1 ...... . .... . 
BallisphaeridilllJl papiloStl7JI .......... . 
? Ba/tisphaeridillJJI sp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + 
Comasphaeridium sp. ..... . ... ... .... + 
HyslrichosphaeridilllJl insigne . .......•. + 
Cyma/ioga/ea sp. ... ......... ...... . + 
Micrhyslridillm loma/lim .... . .. . .... . + 
M. pa//idil/1Jl ....................•. 
M. pallidium f. minor ............•. + 
Vlllcanisphaera microspinosll7JI ........ . + 
Vulcanisphaera sp. . . . ..... . ... . ..... + 
OoidiutJI sp. ....................... + 
Acan/hodiacrodil/lJI sp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

( + ) 

+ 
+ 

*) also from the Lükati beds (Jankauskas and Posti 1976). 

In the Lontova and Pirita formations, which are younger than the Lomonosov 
formation, the maximum is composed of Protosphaeridium (P . parvulum) and Micro

concentrica sp. 1. The genera Stictosphaeridiu7ll, Leiosphaeridia, Margominuscula, etc., 
are represented by a number of species, similarly the hystrichosphaers by a few forms. 
The guide species are Taslllanites? sp. 1 and 2, Granomarginata cf. prima Naum ., Micro

concentrica typica Naum., Archaeohystrichosphaeridium cf. complicatum Tim., Cymatio

sphaera cf. cubus Dff. (Lieldiena and Fridrichsone 1968). 

According to Lieldiena and Fridrichsone, the species of acritarch of the Lomono
sav formation (formerly Oranienbaum) corresponding to the lower part of the 

Lower Cambrian are Protosphaeriditf1J1 pusillum Tim., P. rigidulu7ll, P . gibberoslllll, 

P. parVUltlfll Tim., Microcollcentrica sp. 1, Grano1llargil1ata sp., Archaeohysterichosphaeridiu7lI 

sp., Archaeodiscina sp. 1. Hystrichosphaeri farms are rather uncommon. 
The acritarch forms in the lithostratigraphic unit, which is younger than the 

foregoing Cambrian deposits in Latvia, differ greatly in composition from the micra-
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flora of the oider Cambrian strata. This is due to the sharp decrease in Microconcentrica 
sp. 1 and the appearance of new forms: Favososphaeridiu17l javosu17l Tim., F. sp. 1, 
Archaeodiscina sp. 2, Ocridosphaeridiu17l plivativu17l Tim. and LophosphaeridiutJl subglobosu17l 
Tim. Many of these forms are commonIy present in the Middie Cambrian of Öland 
(Timofeev 1966) and the Leningrad area (Timofeev 1959, Lieldiena and Fridrichsone 

1968). The Middle (?) Cambrian Tiskre beds in Latvia are represented by sandstone 

with intercalations of silt and day. Among acritarch species, noteworthy is the 
predominant ProtosphaeriditlJJl sp. 1, besides which there occur a few small forms, 

Archaeodiscina sp. 4, Asperatopsophosphaera 2, a number of hystrichosphaeri species, etc . 
ew data have been produced by Birkis, Brangulis, Volkova and Rozanov (1970) 

on the stratigraphy of the Cambrian period in Latvia on the basis of core material 
obtained from new drillings. In the Latvian strata corresponding to the Lükati stage 
in northern Estonia (Eophyton sandstone), there occur the following forms also 

characteristic of those found in Lükati: Baltisphaeridiu17l ceriniu17l Volk., B. dtJbiu17l 
Volk., B. orbictJlare Volk., Micrhystridiu1Jl tornatU17l Volk., M. pallidutJI Volk., Archaeo

discilla Volk., Tas17lallites sp., Leiosphaeridia Typ. B., Leio17larginata aff. si17lplex laum. 
and Grano17larginota squamocea Volk. The same stratum contains fragments of Volbor

thella tenuis and Lycatiella. 
In Cambrian deposits younger than the Izhora formation, the acritarch forms in 

the Baltic region are generally of a markedly different type from the ones described 

by Timofeev (1959, 1966). Characteristic of the Middle and Upper Cambrian are, 
inter alia, DiacroditIJlI, DarydiacroditJ711 and Ooiditl1Jl forms, which, with a few exceptions, 
are absent from the Söderfjärden material. The exceptional and exceedingly rare 

Diacrodium and Ooidiu17l individuals met with at Söderfjärden are probably early 

forms of the genera. 
According to Öpik (1956), the so-called Volborthella tenuis time and the late Plo

ljsolenites time correspond to the maximum of the Lower Cambrian transgression in 
the blue day province. In the paleogeographic maps presented by this researcher, 
the Gulf of Bothnia is marked as a marine province at as early a stage as the Discinella 

holsti time, whereas during the Volborthella tenuis time the sea also covered the western 

part of Finland. In Öpik's view, the Volborthella tenuis zone corresponds to the upper 
part of the Lontova bed as weil as the Lükati bed. It is quite possible, on the very 
basis of the evidence provided by the microfossils, that the Söderfjärden sequence or 

apart of it belongs to the Volborthella tenuis zone of the Lower Cambrian. 

Aland region (Aland Islands) 

Sands tone dikes dating from the Cambrian period are known to occur in Aland 

(the Aland Islands). Tanner (1911) described a small brachiopoda form resembling 
the genus Kutorgina or Acrotreta, met with in the sands tone dike of Längbergsöda-Öje. 
Tanner regarded it, with certain reservations, as possible, on the basis of the find, to 

8 12780125 32 
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study the north Baltic Lower Cambrian, although he knew that the brachiopoda 
form in question was not the same as the one known to be present in the Scandinavian
Baltic Lower Cambrian area. Metzger (1922) designated the brachiopod as Acrotreta 

tanneri, but in 1968 Martinsson changed the label to Ceratreta tanneri, submitting that 

the form belonged to the Upper Cambrian (Martinsson op. cit., 1974). The genus was 
first described from the Upper Cambrian of Montana (Bell 1941). 

The Acritarch investigation of the sands tone containing Ceratreta tanneri, which 

is still in progress, has shown it to have an abundant content of microfossils, among 
them to a notable degree diacrodium types . The data support Martinsson's dating 
and show, in addition, that the sandstone in question can be proved on palynologie 
grounds to be younger than the sedimentary sequence of Söderfjärden. 1t is n ote

worthy that some of the sands tone dikes of the A land 1slands contain an older-type 
acritarch association, which reveals that the sands tone dikes are of different ages . 

Area of the Visingsö formation, southern Sweden 

The part of the formation deposited during the late Precambrian has yielded 
microfossils and stromatolites, which have been described as early as 1880 (see., 

bibliography in Vidal 1974). According to the results of the most recent research, 
the part of the deposit containing microfossils originated during the late-Riphean 

and Vendian stages (Vidal, op. cit.) . The majority of the microfossils are simple 
spheromorphs characterized by surface ornamentation: the genera (according to 

Timofeev) Kildine//a, Protosphaeridium, Stictosphaeridium, Tracl!Jsphaeridium, Tremato

sphaeridium. A combination type is represented by Bavlinella (Shepeleva 1962) as weil 
as Synsphaeriditfnl (Eisenack 1965) On the other hand, the smooth-shelled L eio

sphaeridia is apparently missing. 

The large spheromorph Chuaria circu/aris, typical of the late Precambrian, belongs 
to the Visingsö forms, as do the structurally more complex Peteinosphaeridium reticu/um 

Vidal, Octoedryxium truncatum (Rudavskaja 1973) Vidal, Pterospermopsimorpha concen

trica (Sin and Liu 1973) Vidal and a problematic form with a reticulate surface. The 

majority of them belong to the topmost part of the Visingsö formation . Compared 
with the forms of the Söderfjärden formation, the foregoing are markedly deviant 
and represent older acritarch species. 

The area of the Muhos formation 

A comparison of the acritarch forms of Söderfjärden with the species present in 
the Muhos formation shows quite distinct differences. Missing from the Muhos 
formation are the hystrichosphaeridiums, T asmanites, the clear-cut Cymatiosphaera 

and the majority of the rest of the form types present at Söderfjärden, with the excep-
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tion of the simple forms dosely resembling the genus L eiosphaeridia. Typical forms 

found in the Muhos formation are Synsphaeridium Eisenack, Protosphaeridium Tim., 
Kildinella Tim., Favosphaeridium Tim., Symplassosphaeridium Tim., etc. (Tynni and 
Siivola 1966, Timofeev 1969, Tynni 1978). 

In the Muhos formation the microfossil population is on the average definitely 

lower than in the Säderfjärden formation. The Muhos formation is the oldest of the 

ones discussed in the foregoing, the age of its diagenesis having been estimated by 
K -Ar determination to be about 1 300 Ma (Sirnonen 1960). 

SUMMARY 

A micropaleontological and fossil study of the Säderfjärden sedimentary sequence 
and a comparison of the results with research findings relating, in the first place, 

to the Baltic Lower Cambrian as weH as the Vendian stage of central Sweden indicate 
that the Säderfjärden sediment originated during the Lower Cambrian. It is possible 
that the main part of sedimentation of Säderfjärden corresponds to the blue day 
of the Lontova stage, which is younger than the Vendian Laminarites day from the 

Leningrad area or the Eocambrian day of the Karelian Isthmus. 
The upper part of the Säderfjärden sedimentary sequence is evidently comparable 

to the Lükati stage in Estonia. 
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PLATE I 

1. Volborthella tenl/iI, depth 119 m. 
2. V. tC/ll/is, longitudinal section, 119 m. 
3. Brachiopoda fragment, 119 m. 
4. Hyolithus type, 119 m. 
5. Hyolithus type, cross section. 
6. Pyrite pattern in siltstone, 119 m. 
7. Pyritic warm tracks, 119 m. 
8. Chitin shell of organism, 129 m. 
9. Section of wormlike organism, length 1.1 mm. Thin section 94.09 m. 
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PLATE II 

10. Leiosphaeridia sp., 129 ITI. 

11. Leiosphaeridia sp., 129 ITI. 

12. Tasmallites piritaensis, 89.2 ITI. 

13. T. piritaensis, 89. 2 ITI. 

14, 15. Cymatiosphaera soljensis, 129 ITI., scale 20 fl. 
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PLATE III 

16. ?Baltispbaeridilllll sp., 129.8 m. 
17. ?CYl/latiogalea sp ., 129.8 m. 

18. Tracbyspbaeridilllll sp., 129 m. 

19. Leiospbaeridia sp., 129 m., scale 20 fl. 

20. L. sp., surface strucrure composed of pyrite grains, 89.5 m. 
21. L. sp., 101.3 m. 
22. L. sp., 129 m. 
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PLATE IV 

23. Leiosphaeridia sp., 129 m. 
24. L. sp., 81.8 m. 
25. Stictosphaeridill1l1 sp., 81.8 m. 
26. a, b. Tasmanites piritamsis, 89.2 m. 

27. Kifdinefla sp., 73. 6 m. 
28. Tasmanites nanl/S, 119 m. 

29. T. bobr01vskii, 92. 3 m. 

30. T. bobrolVskii, 85.4 m., scale 20 JL 
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PLATE V 

31. Poroide fragment, 119 m. 
32, 33. Archaeodiscina IImbonll/ata, 89.5 m. 

34. Cymatiospbaera sp. 129 m. 

35. Cymatiospbaera solfensis, 129 m. 

36, 37, 38. Cymatiospbaera solfensis, 129 m. 
39. Cymatiospbaera sp. Volkova, 116.6 m. 
40. a, b. C)'1Jlatiospbaera sp. 2, 116 m. 

41. Cymatiospbaera sp. 3, 96.3 ITI. 

42. a, b. CYlllatiospbaera sp. 4, 81.8 m. 
43. Dictyodillm aff. indefinita, 119 m. 
44 . DictyodiulII alL indefinita, 129 m. 
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PLATE VI 

4 5, 46. D ictyodilllJl afr. indefinita, 129 m . 

47, 48. Crallomarginata sqllamacea, 129 m. 
49. Cranomarginata sp., 129 m. 
50. Leiomargillata simplex, 11 6.2 m. 

51. Leiomargillata simplex, 11 9 m. 
52. Leiomarginata simplex, 129 m. 

53. Leiomarginata simplex, 96.3 m . 

54. a, b. A rchaeofavosma sp., 116.2 111. 

55, 56, 57. Trachyspbaeridilllll sp., 129 111. 
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PLATE VII 

58, 59. Lophosphaeridillm sp. 1, 81.8 ITI. 

60. Lophosphaeridilli/l sp. 2, 101.8 ITI. 

61. LophosphaeriditlJlJ telltativlI!II, 96.3 111. 

62. LopbosphaeridilllJJ sp. 3, 129 ffi. 

63. a, b. Lophospbaeridiu1JJ sp., 98 .7 ITI. 

64. Leiovalia sp. 129 ffi. 

65. Acanthodiacrodillll1 sp. 129 ITI . 

66. ? Ba/tispbaeridill1/J sp., 129 ITI. 

67. Ooidillm sp., 129 ffi. 

68. Comaspbaeridill/lJ sp. 129 ffi. 

69. Hjstricbospbaeridilltll illsiglle, 129 111. 

70. ComasphaeridilllJl sp., 129 ffi. 
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PLATE VIII 

71, 72, 73, 74. CY/JIatiogalea sp., 119 111. 

75. C)'/JIatiogalea sp., 129 111. 

76, 78, 81. Vulcanisphaera 1IIicrospillOStllJl, 96.3 111. 

77 . VlIlcanisphaera sp., 89.5 111. 

79. ? Lophosphaeridill1ll sp., 116.2 111. 

80. T 'II/canisphaera sp., 81.8 111. 
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PLATE IX 

82, 83. ?Vtllcallisphaera sp., 129 m. 
84. Mtlitiplicisphaeridilllll clavatll'" 129 m. 

85. COlliosphaeridill1ll sp. 
86. MicrhystridillJlJ sp., 129 m. 

87. M icrhystridilllll aff. tomatllm, 129 m. 
88, 89, 90. Micr/?)'stridilllJl pa/lidlllll f. millor. 

91. Jy"sphaeridilllll sp., 129 m. 

92. Leiotriletes-typ., 81.8 m. 
93. Trachytriletes sp., 116.2 m. 
94. trilete- ac ritarch , 96.3 m. 
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